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7 Secrets to Passing First Time  

We asked over 1200 learners "What was the most impact-full part of your Revision 

Mastery Series that helped you pass your exam?" – These are the top 7 secrets that 

other learners recommended…  

 

1. Listen Whilst Driving or Walking  

 
Hundreds of our learners mention that downloading to MP3 has been the 

single biggest reason they passed their exams. Like Lisa who passed with 

exceptional results (above quote).  

 

This is the only way to effectively half your learning time. The MP3 

downloads are available next to each of your modules, with one click you 

can save them to y our phone or desktop; making it easy to listen on the 

move. Follow this step-by-step “techy-free” MP3 Download guide to get 

downloading today.  

 

You can download and then listen without WiFi, whilst driving to work, 

walking the dog, working out, and even cleaning the house. Audio 

learning is a great way to leverage your time.  

 

 

 

https://parallelcoachingacademy.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/The-Non-Techy-Guide-to-Revision-Downloads.pdf
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2. Do the Cheat Sheets Immediately 

It has been proven that a mix of learning methods will help learn and 

retain information quicker. That’s why you have the cheat sheets.  

 

We advise you watch the video and then use the cheat sheet to 

consolidate your learning and check that you have remembered it 

correctly. Your real exam will use multiple choice questions, but here we 

use a mix of multiple choice and open-ended questions so you can really 

challenge your learning at another level.  

 

You can download these by clicking the link next to each Module Video. If 

you are having tech problems click HERE. 

 

3. Use the KINGS Formula 

 

As Jenny explains, the KINGS formula is designed to help you read the 

questions with clarity, quieten the anxiety and promote you to choose the 

correct answer.  

 

 

 

https://parallelcoachingacademy.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/The-Non-Techy-Guide-to-Revision-Downloads.pdf
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Jenny went on to get 85% on her exam and is still using the KINGS 

formula whenever she has to read a complex question at work or sit any 

further exams.  

 

The KINGS formula can be found in your Instant Learning Hacks Bonus 

Video series. We definitely recommend you check it out. 

 

 

4. Mock Question Practice 

 
 

Some learners believe that they can just rely on mock questions and that 

the same questions will appear on exam day. These learners soon find out 

on exam day that mock questions do very little unless you use them in 

the correct way.  

 

Peter got it right. He used the mock questions to check knowledge and 

ascertain his strengths and weaknesses. By doing it periodically on the 

lead up to the exam, he answered about 15 questions every week. This 

allowed him to look for trends, he could determine whether he was better 

with certain topics or whether he understood the wording.  

 

Using the mock questions, Peter could focus his revision time to learning 

more on his weaker areas, rather than hoping those questions don’t come 

up in the exam. As a result he passed. 

 

Your mock questions are in the BONUS section of your Revision Mastery 

Series; just scroll to the bottom of all of the videos. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://parallelcoachingacademy.com/instant-learning-hacks/
https://parallelcoachingacademy.com/instant-learning-hacks/
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5. Simplified Diagrams 

 
 

Simplified diagrams are just one of the reasons The Revision Mastery 

Series is a totally unique learning experience. Most learning resources will 

show complicated anatomical drawings and use long wording, which leads 

to a downward spiral of trying to relate complicated words to complicated 

words and not understanding any of it.  

 

Traditional textbooks and manuals do exactly this, leaving you to read 

and re-read the same paragraph to try and make sense. Effective learning 

works by linking the known to the unknown, so it is very difficult to learn 

something like an anatomical heart if you haven’t contextualised it first.  

 

Our simplified diagrams will give context and lay down the foundational 

knowledge first time, so you don’t have to re-read and repeat things in 

order to understand.  
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6. Easy Acronyms 

 
Acronyms keep the link between your learning and your exam day. They 

help you to retrieve information using a clear system that works every 

time. 

 

The revision mastery series is full of acronyms, here are a list of our most 

popular ones to look out for: 

 

Level 2 A&P:  

• ACE for remembering the nerve pathways 

• NMPLTBBA for remembering the passage of air 

• ONE for remembering the muscle fibre types 

Level 2 Principles of Exercise:  

• SPACER for remembering the 6 skill related fitness 

• FITT as a fundamental concept for programming 

• 5R’s and 1V for the resistance training variables 

Level 3 A&P:  

• HOJI for remembering muscle origins and insertions 

• PT PAPOT for remembering the endocrine glands 

Level 3 Nutrition:  

• MOSSDJILA for remembering the passage of food 

• ACE vitamins for remembering antioxidants 

• SMART for structuring goals 
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7. Memorable Stories and Rules 

In the same way that acronyms help jog your memory, so do stories and 

rules. The revision mastery series uses lots of these memory hacks to 

help you root your learning to something you already know, or use your 

visual memory to assist you.  

 

One of the most talked about is our story about Nigel and Mary who have 

a son called Larry. The story creates an acronym to help you remember 

the passage of air during inhalation. See Hanna’s quote above. 

 

If it doesn’t quite fit into a story or an acronym it usually fits a rule or 

law, using alliteration or trends… for example the Law of the 1s and 2s for 

remembering the Axial and Appendicular.  

 

"What is the most impact-full part of 

your Revision Mastery Series that 

helped you pass your exam?" 

 
We’d love to hear from you, and feature your “secret” on this same 

document. You can leave us your feedback HERE 

 

https://parallelcoachingacademy.com/contact-us/

